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Overview

This session is approximately 60 minutes long, but you can 
break it into 4 separate 20 minutes sessions. There is a 
presentation for the 60 minute session, and also 4 
individual presentations provided (depending on the option 
you choose). It looks at how students can build resilience, 
some of the effects of stress, how we can maintain our 
mental health, and encourages confidence in having a 
conversation to support others. It is interactive and involves 
discussion and paper based exercises. The presentation 
includes some detail in the notes section to help you 
deliver these sessions.  

Purpose

This session aims to encourage students to reflect on their 
own wellbeing with particular reference to mental health 
and to developing skills around resilience.

Objectives

Students will be able to:

❏ Understand how our brains can be affected by 
stress

❏ Gain insight into some traits that they can develop 
to improve resilience

❏ Learn basic skills to be a more active listener
❏ To be confident to refer people to help and not 

take on responsibility.

Preparation / Materials Needed

❏ PowerPoint Presentation
❏ Lesson 1 Handouts - Facial Recognition (1 per 

person)
❏ Lesson 2 Handouts - Resilience Cards (1 set per 

class of 30 - 1 per small group)
❏ Optional: Kahoot Quiz “Mental Health Awareness 

Quick Quiz” - 
https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness
-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879d
e7e9708

❏ Brene Brown - Empathy -  video from Youtube
❏ Two different sized containers for optional demo 

of stress bucket
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Session Plan

This can be delivered as 1 session or broken into separate 
but linked sessions as described below:

Session 1: Understanding Stress  (15 min)

● Simple description of 3 important brain areas
● How does stress affect your response?
● Facial recognition card based exercise

Session 2: Traits of Resilient People (10-15 min)

● Discussion based exercise to consider factors that 
strengthen resilience

Session 3: Managing Your Stress (20 min)

● A look at a model to explain our ability to cope 
with stress

● Quiz to reinforce aspects of maintaining wellbeing

Session 4: Empathy (10-15 min)

● Show Samaritans listening wheel and explain the 
6 areas

● Show Youtube video “Empathy” by Brene Brown
● Discuss video, draw conclusions from whole 

session

Vocabulary

Resilience - the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties

Wellbeing - the state of being comfortable, healthy, or 
happy

Empathy - the ability to understand and share the feelings 
of another

Risks / Safety

Mental Health  can always be an emotive subject, warn 
group and allow “time out” if necessary. The subject matter 
is on the light side but still may bring to the forefront some 
challenges.

It is really important to read the lesson plan fully and to be 
confident with the content before starting any of these 
sections. 

https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879de7e9708
https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879de7e9708
https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879de7e9708
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This guide includes a suggested script for the session (in orange). However, please feel free to 
tailor and adapt this accordingly when delivering.

Session 1: Understanding Stress (15 mins)

Getting Started / Warm Up

Have you ever been late for a lesson, train or bus? How do you feel about the people who are walking slowly in front of you?

Our responses when we are “stressed” can be irrational, in the situation above it is easy to see every person who is in your 
way as being “stupid” or “deliberately slowing us down”. What triggers that response?

The point of this activity is to get pupils to think about how our prefrontal cortex and limbic system interact. When we are in 
danger we want our limbic system to act fast and keep us safe. However modern living is quite safe but other factors can 
trigger the stress response and we behave “irrationally”. Therefore when we feel “stressed”, we don’t make good decisions. 

Show slide 3 “Not one brain, but three”. The brain has three main areas…..

● Prefrontal Cortex, responsible for rational thought (thinking)
● Limbic System, responsible for instinctive/fast  reactions to keep us safe (Flight, Fright, Fight or Flop)
● The Brain Stem, responsible for background task, breathing heart rate etc

Explain that stress causes us to bypass the Prefrontal cortex (rational) and cede control to the limbic system (reactionary).

OPTIONAL: According to your confidence and knowledge, you could discuss simply that “re-wiring” occurs in the teenage 
brain, leading to more dependence on the limbic system and therefore more instinctive, less thought out behaviours.

Teaching Tip: The focus here is around how different areas of our brain interact. This is often fascinating for students.Have 
they ever been told to “count to 10”? In effect this allows time for the prefrontal cortex to engage and take back control over the 
limbic system.

Main Activity

Give out the facial recognition handouts (see Lesson 1 handouts).

Allow students around 3 minutes to match each face to a description. If you want to highlight the effect of stress “squeeze” this 
time and keep calling out reminders/countdown

After 3 minutes, show slide 5 with the answers. Reassure that some expressions are challenging to differentiate. You may wish 
to discuss with groups that the prefrontal cortex in teenagers undergoes restructuring that may make them misunderstand 
expressions. You know your group in this respect.

The purpose of this activity is to help pupils understand that a simple task such as recognising facial expressions is so much 
harder when under stress. We use or Prefrontal cortex to do this usually but under stress we bypass that and the Limbic 
system takes over. This brain area is  less able to do this task well and so will misinterpret reactions. The same is true of 
reading a text/snapchat/twitter or Instagram  message and misunderstanding it when we are “stressed”.

Summary / Wrap up

What have we learned? Sharing experiences. Describe situation and why you thought you were under stress, how you reacted 
and how you would have liked to react differently? 

For example: I had an argument with a friend yesterday, I was feeling stressed about seeing them today in school, I was 
impatient and rude with my parent/carer this morning. Perhaps using the “rational” brain I could have talked over my worries at 
home?

Optional follow up - Post it notes - which part of your brain do you feel you are using at the moment? This could be a weekly 
exercise for your group to gauge general stress levels. An A3 outline of the brain on your wall, students stick post its, either 
named or anonymous onto the outline as to whether they feel they are being more controlled by their “rational” or “chimp” brain.
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Session 2: The Traits of Resilient People (10-15 min)
Getting Started / Warm Up
Ask the question “What is resilience?” Students write their own definition. Share some of these definitions and then show the 
“dictionary definition”: The capacity to recover from challenge or difficulty.

Main Activity
Show heading only on slide 3: “What are the traits of resilient people?” (you will need to click to reveal the rest of the slide 
when needed)

Ask students to form small groups (2-4 max). Hand out 1 resilience card to each group. (see Lesson 2 handouts - 1 set of 10 
cards will be enough for a class of 30).

Ask students to discuss what the words/simple phrases on the card means to them and how they might be able to improve and 
support being resilient.  Some are more obvious than others, so you can differentiate which card to assign which group based 
on your understanding of the pupils.

Show the “answers” on the rest of the slide. Ask pupils to share their ideas with the class. 

Discussion points - pupils will discuss their ideas. Some of the points they might make, or you might support them with include: 

● Boundaries might mean the boundary between what we may feel and who we are, e.g. feeling sad does not make 
you a sad person

● Good Company might mean  we have some friends who are very supportive of us in times of stress, some good 
friends may not be so supportive but can still be a friend

● Silence is about being comfortable in your own company, mindfulness, taking time to “switch off”
● Good Company links to Team: Don’t be afraid to use your friends and colleagues, don’t feel you have to do it alone
● Out of your head might mean they get their thoughts out of their head writing it down on paper, via a chat and so on.

 Discussion Point - you might stretch the class to consider ‘Does technology affect our resilience? With our “connectedness” do 
we get time to switch off and sit in silence?

Summary / Wrap Up
Ask the class to list the 3 areas of resilience they are using effectively and the 3 they feel they need to improve on. You can do 
this as a discussion, or could create a written list/poster. 
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Session 3: Managing Your Stress (20 min)
Getting Started / Warm Up
“What does Mental Health mean to you?” Quick discussion here, try and tease out difference between emotions (sadness, 
feeling anxious etc) and mental health challenges (depression, anxiety disorder). Impact and duration are key.

Main Activity
Show slide 3. Please read the notes below. Keep it brief but the main focus is on recognising that MH health is not fixed for all 
time. Most people are well and people who are unwell can and do recover. Stress is normal, but when it is overwhelming or 
chronic it can lead to a MH condition.

By the term Mental Health, we refer to people’s ability to cope with the normal stresses of everyday life and realise their 
own potential. This is an extract of a longer World Health Organisation (WHO) definition of MH. We all have mental health 
and it is linked with our physical health. 

As you will see on the chart, we all sit somewhere on a mental health spectrum. Where we sit depends on a variety of 
factors including our genetics, our brain chemistry, our previous life experiences and what is happening in our lives now. 

You will see on the chart 'Flourishing’ MH is at the far right. This represents a state of MH at its most positive. Someone here 
may for example be applying mindfulness to further enhance their strong MH and really stay in the moment. Then we have 
'Mental Wellness' where most people reside. The grey area shows 'Languishing MH.' If you were to go to the doctors for 
example and describe the signs and symptoms of depression for a few days, they are most likely to suggest you come back in 
a couple of weeks as typically this is the time period a continued experience of these symptoms will need to trigger a diagnosis 
of depression. 

You will see the left hand side 'Mental disorders'. These can range from stress, anxiety and depression to less common 
such as bipolar disorder or schizophrenia etc. All mental ill-health and stress related conditions sit at the Languishing to Mental 
Disorders end of the MH Spectrum. 

To conclude... MH is rarely an absolute state, it is dynamic and changes over time and as a result of things that happen in our 
lives.

Show slide 4. Suggest students keep their thoughts private about what flows into their bucket. There is the option here for a 
“physical exercise”, two different sized containers to represent different sized buckets, students write 2 things that “stress” them 
out roll up into a ball and put 1 in each container, the small container will obviously overflow first. Open up to more general 
discussion about what coping mechanisms do they employ to stop bucket from overflowing :

● Healthy examples? Exercising, socialising, reading, meditation and so on
● Unhealthy? Smoking (nicotine is a stimulant so actually does the opposite of calming you down!).

Post slide 5 up on board and open up Kahoot Quiz (hyperlink within the slide - 
https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879de7e9708).

Teaching Tip: Stress and feeling anxious are  normal and are NOT mental health conditions in themselves. Remind students 
that a bit of stress can make people perform at their best, top athletes use stress to their advantage. It is normal to feel 
stressed before an exam and can improve performance.

Summary / Wrap Up

To repeat again that MH is a continuum, we all have it and can move up and down that continuum. The important thing here is 
to develop our coping strategies for managing the daily stresses that we will experience and cannot avoid completely.

https://create.kahoot.it/share/share/mh-awareness-quick-quiz-short/057e1f22-4290-4a6c-a1f2-d879de7e9708
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% of time spent communicating 
this way (Wilt 1950)

Number of years learning this 
skill in school (Burley-Allen 1982)

Listening 45 0-0.5

Speaking 30 1-2

Reading 16 6-8

Writing 9 12

Session 4: Developing Listening Skills and Understanding Empathy (10-15 
min)
Getting Started / Warm Up
Show the video from Brene Brown on Empathy (https://youtu.be/1Evwgu369Jw). Open into a quick discussion: 

● Has anyone experience of listening to/being listened to either with or without empathy? 
● Who has had an “at least” said to them in the last week?

Main Activity
Show heading only on slide 3: “How well do you take notice and listen?” (you will need to click to reveal the rest of the slide 
when needed)

Divide the class into two and partner off: one half will be listeners the other half talkers. Take listeners to one side and give 
them a brief to ACT DISTRACTED and DISINTERESTED. Two groups get together and have a conversation. How did it feel?

Repeat the exercise but with the emphasis on listening well. How does it feel to be listened to properly?

Being a better listener can be a skill that you can develop. The Samaritans are an example of great listeners. The rest of the 
slide (click to reveal) shows us their listening wheel, widely shared by them.

● Open questions “How, what?”
● A summary helps to show the individual that you have listened & understood the circumstances & the feelings
● Repeating back a word or phrase encourages the individual to go on and expand “it all seems too much?” Sometimes 

an individual may gloss over an important point. By exploring these areas further we can help them clarify these points 
for themselves “When you say… do you mean…?”

● Short words of encouragement “Yes, go on, hmm.” The individual is often looking for empathy and understanding. 
We need to show that we have understood the situation by reacting to it, “I can’t imagine how difficult that must be.”

Summary / Wrap Up
Show slide 4. It is really important to emphasise that we are not training students to become counsellors but that we can 
all be better listeners. Encourage pupils to make note of support that is available: School counsellor, GP, family, online support 
such as Mind or the Samaritans.

VERY IMPORTANT: students must know not to keep anything confidential that puts anyone’s safety at risk.

When having a conversation with a friend how much listening time do you actually spend thinking about what you are going to 
say next?

The “Reverse Curriculum”

This table gives you as facilitator some background on how listening as a skill is under-developed in the curriculum.

It is important to remember we have 2 ears and 1 mouth. It is a glib phrase but has merit in terms of something simple to 
remember when trying to increase our listening.

Conclusion
We all have Mental Health. Our knowledge and understanding is improving all the time but stigma and a lack of confidence 
may stop people from seeking help. Always encourage your peers to speak with staff at school, home, GP and so on, there is 
no shame in asking for help.

https://youtu.be/1Evwgu369Jw
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